
LETTER TO THE PERSONEL AT VIDSEL AIRBASE

OFOG Inspects Vidsel Airbase!

Martin Landin and Jonas Ek, active in the anti-militaristic network OFOG, are carrying out a 
citizens inspection of Vidsel Airbase trying to confirm suspiscions that the nuclear weapons club 
NATO is at the base planning war crimes and mass-murder. F-16s that are capable of carrying 
nuclear warheads are believed to be stationed at the airbase, carrying out operations in Swedish 
airspace. We feel it is our moral obligation as citizens devoted to world peace to confirm these 
suspiscions and spread the information about NATO's criminal activities to the general public. 
NATO aircraft have on several occasions directly targeted civilians, a breach of the Geneva 
Convention and a serious war crime. According to world-renowned medical journal The Lancet, 
90% of the casualties in NATO's wars are civilians. We urge the personell at Vidsel to peacefully 
let us carry out this inspection and to report any NATO activities to the local authorities and to the 
International Criminal Court. We further urge any personel that are participating in NATO activities 
to abandon their posts and refuse to be part of the preparation and planning of war crimes and mass 
murder. Any deserters can contact Ofog for free coffe and cookies.

Sincerely and with hopes for a peaceful future,

Martin Landin and Jonas Ek

Questionaire (to be sent to info@ofog.org):

Have you seen any F-16 aircraft at Vidsel?

Have you seen any cluster bombs at the base?

Do you have any knowledge of NATO's preparations for war crimes and mass murder?

Are you actively participating in NATO activities, and if so, are you willing to leave your post and 
become part of the movement working for peace instead of war?

Have you yourself taken part in illegal activities and if so, would you be willing to report your 
superiors to the International War Crimes tribunal?


